Spiral Wrapping Systems for the Building Industry

maximum productivity -
maximum product protection

Standard and custom designed solutions for the building industry

Packaging by spiral wrapping for long shaped products. Starting with semi automatic standard machines up to fully automatic packaging lines consisting of:

- bundle forming
- bundle consolidation
- wrapping machine
- sealing of last wrapped layer
- transport systems
- automatic edge protection
- automatic runners injection
- Total Pack system parcels closed on 6 sides

You have the packaging need - we package your product
H.BÖHL - for better protection of long shaped products with packaging by spiral wrapping

H.BÖHL wrapping machines use environmentally friendly packaging materials.

- Paper (crepe paper, paraphine paper, laminated paper, coated paper etc.)
- Film (PE stretch film, PE plain film, VCI film)
- Others (hessian, woven PP and PE, adhesive tape, printed packing material)

Optimum packaging quality at the lowest cost is the end result.

As an option all machines can be supplied with multiple packaging adapters. That means our machines are able to apply different packaging materials in one working step.

Power prestretch systems allow us to apply the stretch film with up to 400 % prestretch and a total control of the lay on force during the wrapping cycle.

These systems guarantee a short return of investment to our customers. World wide satisfied customers are proof of our long term lasting quality.

Our machine design with automatic product height registration to secure a constant lay on force in combination with the memory effect of stretch film maintains the high tension and stability of the unit, even where a pack shrinks as the product cools.

And unlike steel strap, no retension is required which eliminates labour, waste and extra material costs.

H.Böhl - Number one in packaging by spiral wrapping for the building industry
Our machines are able to transport and wrap complete pallets. In addition our specially designed throughput conveyor system is able to handle products on loose wooden or polystyrene blocks. Optional the machine can automatically insert this blocks during the packaging cycle.

For long and heavy shaped profiles material with or without pallets - The wrapping machine protects your goods. 6-side packaging with humidity protection and multi layer stretch wrapping.

Specially designed conveying systems for different product sizes and a lot of options will guarantee the required packaging demand.

Complete lines with edge protection systems, bottom feeder and automatic strapping by stretch film - everything is possible with our wrapping machine.
Spiral wrapping systems for the building industry

**Automatic spiral wrapping systems to pack on 6 sides: Gypsum wallboard & Sandwich Panels**

Sandwich panels with EPS runners

Sandwich panels with EPS runners

Automatic spiral wrapping machine in production line for Gypsum wallboard

**Automatic spiral wrapping systems with wood/EPS runners feeder**

Stretch film packaging with automatic wood/EPS runners feeder. No steel strap required.

**Automatic spiral wrapping systems to pack on 4 sides insulation panels**

EPS blocks for floor insulation

Cladding & roof panels

Polyurethane insulation panels

EPS insulation panels
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